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Poetry in Voice
Aiza B.

          On February the 22nd, the Year Twos
participated in Transition’s annual Poetry in Voice
competition. For the past few weeks, they had
endlessly practiced reading their chosen poems, and
learned to use vocal inflection or pausing to convey
tone and themes. After painstaking trial and error,
the orators performed their poems in front of all of
Transition and a panel of judges (grads!). Although
nerve-wracking at times, the class was given a
chance to improve their public speaking and the
event was thoroughly enjoyable. Next year, the Year
Ones will take their place on the stage.
Congratulations to Emily, who will be the Poetry in
Voice representative for our school! Additionally,
thank you to Mr. Wilkie for the hot chocolate and tea,
and to Ms. Safarik for arranging this experience.

This Season's Issue:

Team Challengers
Program (3)

Physics Olympics (3)

Math Challengers (5)

CBC & Downtown Tour (4)

March Important
Events

Mar 9
Physics Olympics

 
Mar 10

Daylight Savings
 

Mar 17
Saint Patrick's Day

 

Vancouver District
Science Fair (6)

 Reunion Fundraiser (4)

One Last Soup Day (2)



One Last Soup Day Alex H.

            It is a hard thing to accept, the conclusion of a fabulous chapter in one’s life. But

the months pass, Year Ones mature into Year Twos, and Year Twos prepare for their

odysseys at UBC. When the parents announce in their chat that the closing soup day is

among us, both Years (and the grads) are astounded by how rapidly the year’s end is

bounding towards them. The lunch itself is a miraculous feast of pastries, spring rolls,

three different trays of greens and thinly sliced meats, a pot of dolmades stewing in a

savoury broth, fried wings and herbed chicken leg dishes, store bought favourites of

pizzas and sushi platters, and still more. All cultures have snuck their way onto this

tablecloth. Bittersweet is this day, the final time of the school year that pupils will pour

exuberantly from their second block, some already clutching their bowls close, with a

gleam in the eyes and a riotous sprint to the lounge. Only a spoonful of fluffy rice

reminds us that although an excellent thing dies today, it is resurrected by the fall; yet,

even if it were not, we should still be boundless glad of our fortune to have enjoyed such

a delightful tradition for a year’s time. The hour of gratuity arrives, and here we are, in

front of the parents whose diligent dedication go into the meals we have just relished.

The speeches are eloquent and sincere, a model expression of thanks and indebtedness,

and the lounge ruptures in applause when the grad orator concludes the final soup day

thank-you of the school year. Teachers and visitors each provide their immense

appreciation, and then the scholars are resumed to their subsequent classes.

Nevertheless, the motif of the closing soup day lives on in the thoughts of pupils. It

roams in the thoughts of the Year Ones, who are overwhelmed by the fact that they will

be in Year Two so soon, mentors and role models to their very own Year Ones. It finds

itself in the meditations of Year Twos, who are equally disbelieving at their imminent

graduation, whereafter they will study and dream at UBC, and return weekly to ravage

the foodscapes of future soup days. It is a marvel to look back at our monstrous stacks of

perishables, our ludicrous reverence of juice boxes, and our fibs of the magical soup day

elf that inexplicably sullies every inch of Mr. Sheardown’s room. However, as much as

both Years will mourn the last soup day of the year, we work harder than ever to reach

the next year. Half of us will teach new and petrified Year Ones to speak their thank-

yous, and the other half of us will come back and be captivated time and time again by

the parents’ hospitality towards graduates who are regarded as family by all teachers

and parents of this miraculous community.



          During the first weeks of March, the halls of Transition began to buzz with activity
and anxiousness. Power tools were placed on the lounge tables, and cardboard
skeletons scattered in the hallways. Teams of students from Transition were applying
their newly-acquired knowledge in physics to create pre-built prototypes for the Physics
Olympics to be held at UBC. They submitted on two themes: a programmable timepiece
to measure out two intervals of time, and a Rube-Goldberg machine that would
ultimately deposit a sugar cube into a coffee cup after 60 seconds of motion.
          On Saturday, March 9, the day of the Physics Olympics, Transition students
browsed through the lecture halls repurposed to contain taped-up creations of
cardboard, wood, and plastic, roughly made but clearly with care. Within these machines
were also the occasional tanks full of water draining out of plastic tubes, crates of
glistening yellow lemons, and complex circuits - demonstrating the creative application of
materials to solve a problem. Students participated in several interactive activities that
tested the limits of their knowledge, such as the Planetary Astronomy or Fluid
Laboratories, which required them to do research and apply concepts they had not
learned in school before, and the Quizzics competition, consisting of challenging physics
problems that would be solved as a team.
          The teams from Transition encountered many difficulties and unexpected obstacles
in approaching these difficult physics problems. However, we managed to test and
rebuild prototypes and eventually bring them to the Physics Olympics to participate
alongside schools from all over the Lower Mainland. This eye-opening and enjoyable
experience, completed as a school, managed to bring physics and engineering to life
beyond the 2D plane of our textbook pages. Thank you to Dr. Shepelev for organizing
our school’s participation in this event yet another year.

Physics OlympicsFloria G.

Team Challengers Program Simon Z.
This iteration of the Team Challengers Program, hosted by J.N. Burnett, was themed
around espionage and infiltration. After taking public transport, we arrived around half
an hour late, but we were just in time for the first round to begin. The first round was a
role playing stage, which took place on a website, utilizing mathematical problem-solving
ability, collaborative thinking, and sometimes just brute-force guess and check to break a
code that allowed us to advance to the next level. The experience was further immersed
by a detailed background story, although most of us focused on the math problems
more than the storyline, we were all impressed by the effort put into fabricating the
story. Following a quick snack break was the second stage where contestants selected
mystery boxes of various difficulty, with corresponding points, and attempted to solve
them. It was a heated round where everyone was running around like a headless chicken
while submitting and re-submitting their answers. In the end, Transition won and the
prize was a 3D printed medal. We are planning on hosting our very own TCP in Transition
which will be exciting!



Vancouver Science Fair

District                                               After months of stress, hard work and fatigue, the Year 

                                         Ones finally showcased their projects at the Vancouver 

                                         District Science Fair; while it was nothing new for some,

many students experienced the wonders of Science Fair for the first time. Seeing the

product of everybody’s curiosity and exploring all the

innovation at the fair was truly inspiring - among many

favourites was a functional hydraulic exoskeleton. As

one group awaited their turn to be adjudicated, others

                                                     engaged in a variety of

                                                     different activities whilst

                                                     learning in the process

                                                     such as the science behind boiling an egg. The                

                                                     exhausting ordeal concluded with a science show, a 

                                                     massive game of Kahoot, and the much

                                                     anticipated awards

                                                     ceremony

                                                     Science Fair is a

wonderful way to share science with the community,

and everyone savoured their well-earned rest.

Congratulations to everyone who participated, and

many thanks to Mr. Wilkie for organizing such an

exciting day.

by Catherine W.

Alyn S.
2019: A Germ Odyssey

Alex C. & Oliver H.
Red Growth



     March-April is that time of year when things start getting stressful; Year Twos are

close to receiving their application verdicts from their various dream faculties, while

juggling English provincials with Reach For The Top and Debate competitions. Year

Ones are participating in Science Fair Regionals, as well as other competitions. Math

Challengers is no exception. The Transition Program sent 5 teams totalling 25

students who participated in a whole day of grueling logic and mathematics

conundrums. Whether it was applying collaborative and problem skills, meticulously

developed by our thoughtful leader Edward during the course of Math Club, in a Co-

op round, testing our quick thinking skills in the aptly named Blitz section, or

managing to err while solving simple division problems in Countdown, those who

went enjoyed every minute of the engaging contest. Those who did exceptionally

were awarded for their achievements, as listed below. Our grade 8, 9, and 10 teams        

                                                                          all made it to provincials, held on April 

                                                                          6th, for another day of mathematical

                                                                          challenge and self improvement. 

                                                                          See everyone at provincials!

Math Challengers
Regionals

Grade 8

Eran D.  -  4th place

Oliver H.  -  9th place

Grade 9

Edward Z.  -  4th place
Floria G.  -  5th place
Andrew K.  -  6th place

Team

Team

Kevin W.  -  7th place
Simon Z.  -  8th place

Grade 10
Team

4

Min S.  -  7th place

By Andrew K.



          Beauty lies everywhere. Whether it be urban decay in a cracked, old back alleyway,
or whether it be natural splendors that line our environment, beauty can be seen
regardless. On the last day of school for the second term, all students in Transition
properly spent a day full of relaxation and joy at the heart of our city, through a tour
around the CBC and Downtown. Many of the times, we take our magnificent city and
situation for granted, as so much goes unnoticed; on this day, we, as a community, were
able to uncover all of these hidden, unperceived before details in our city itself. Split into
two groups, the marvels behind the scenes of the CBC were first showcased, stunning all
students and teachers alike; the sheer amount effort put into every second of broadcast
was absolutely breathtaking. Beauty here did not appear in the typical form, but rather
appeared in a manner of characteristic -- a manner that displayed effort, quality, and
product. Radio broadcasts were broken down and explained; the simple ways in which
news anchors read off their script seemed foreign, and spectacular as well. Each corner
of the CBC was shown with passion, and the students all left with a sense of newly found
accomplishment. 
           Following the CBC Tour was a tour of the Vancouver Downtown. Here, though the
downtown skyline and map was familiar to most,
the stories written behind all structures were
definitely foreign to all. Beginning from Robson
Square, Transition students made their way
around Georgia Street, and eventually cycled all
around to the Art Gallery; all while speaking of the
history and origins of Vancouver as a city. Quick,
yet concise, the tour of Downtown Vancouver left
strong memories for all to enjoy, which was a
perfect way to end the term.

CBC and Downtown City TourAlex C.

Reunion Fundraiser Jennifer D.

          For the past few weeks, many students in Year One and Year Two volunteered to
fundraise to support Transition’s 2020 reunion. Along with the Canada Sunshine
Foundation, we were able to achieve success in a short period of time. Through this
experience the students were able to gain experiences they don’t normally get to
experience and learn. They were able to develop marketing skills and practice effective 
                                                                     ways of communicating with others. With the help 
                                                                     of such hard working students, we were able to 
                                                                     raise over four thousand dollars for our 2020 
                                                                     reunion! Thank you to all the students who 
                                                                     volunteered their time to help fundraise for 
                                                                     upcoming events.
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Spring Birthdays April Important Events
April 1

April Fool's Day
 

April 4-6
Science Fair Regionals

 
April 6

Math Challengers Provincials
 

April 9
Vimy Ridge Day

 
April 19

Good Friday
 

April 21
Easter Sunday

 
April 22

Easter Monday
 

April 25
English Provincial Exam

 

March 3
Nicole K.

 
March 6

Edward Z.
 

March 14
Alex H.

 
March 15
Amy X.

 
March 28
Peiyan Y.

April 12
Aiza B.

 
April 16

Kevin W.
 

April 16
Simon Z.

 
April 26
Joey X.
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